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Abstract.
In this paper we shall prove an analog of the classical result of
Nevanlinna and Pick concerning the bound of holomorphic functions on the
unit disc that take prescribed values at prescribed points with the role that the
classical Hardy space of analytic functions with square integrable power series
plays in the modern operator-theoretic formulation ofthat result instead played
by a Sobolev space of complex functions on the interval [0,1 ] whose derivatives
are in L2(0,1).

0. Introduction
Let H denote the classical Hardy space of analytic functions defined on the
open unit disc D and with square summable power series. H is a Hubert
space when equipped with the inner product,
/ oo

oo

\

oo

\n=0

n=0

I

n=0

Let H°° denote the space of functions in H2 that are bounded on D. H°° is
a Banach space when equipped with the norm,

Woo = sup{|0(y)||yGD}.
Suppose that n points z¡,... ,zn G D are given and that it is desired to
obtain a function <f>
G H°° of smallest possible norm that assumes given values
wx, ... , wn G C at the points z1, ... , zn . The following well-known result
which goes back to Pick [2] and Nevanlinna [1] effectively answers this question.
Theorem 0.1. Let z,,...,

zn € D and let wl, ... ,wn eC.

There exists <f>
G

H°° with 11011^
< 1 and 0(z(.) = w¡ whenever \ < i <n if and only if the
nxn

matrix (1 - W(i(;./1 - zVz ) is positive definite.
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In Theorem 0.1 to say that an n x n matrix M = (m.)

is positive definite

(M > 0) means that
n

for all Cj,..., cn €
Theorem 0.1 has
nity for many years
paper [3] appeared,

C.
been the object of attention of the operator theory commuand its influence on the literature since Sarason's profound
has been extraordinary. We shall not attempt to review this

literature here, but rather content ourselves with the trivial observation that is
the basic reason that Theorem 0.1 has such a rich operator-theoretic context.
Define an operator S on H2 by

Sf(z) = zf(z),

feH2.

S, which is often referred to as the unilateral shift, is an isometry. A basic
2
exercise is to show that T is a bounded operator on H which commutes with
S if and only if there exists a 4>G H°° ( <f>is unique) such that

T(f)(z) = 4>(z)f(z)
for all / G H and z G D. Furthermore, if T and </>are related as above
then ||r|| = 11011^. Thus, properly interpreted H°° is the commutant of S,
the operator multiplication by z on H .
In this paper we shall prove a precise analog of Theorem 0.1 with H replaced by a Sobolev space H, and H°° replaced with the commutant of the
operator "multiplication by / " on H. More exactly, let H denote the set of
functions defined and absolutely continuous on the closed interval [0,1], and
whose derivatives are in L (0,1).
H is a Hubert space with inner product
given by

[/,*]= Jo[ fg+ Jo[ ft ■
If we define an operator Mt on H by the formula,

Ml{f){t) = tf(t),

ÍG[0,1],

it is elementary to ascertain that the commutant of Mt is the collection of all
operators on H that have the form,

M^f)(t) = 4>{t)f{t)
for some 4>G H. Thus, the space that should play the role that H°° plays
in the classical Nevanlinna-Pick Theorem is now H, equipped with the norm

defined by
Moo = sup{||¿/ll|/

G //and

||/|| = 1}.

The interpolation problem we wish to solve is now clear. Given ?,,...,
tn g
[0,1] and w{, ... , wn G D when is it the case that there exists a <f>
g H with

Halloo< 1 and fttf) »H/,7
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The answer, which is given by the following theorem, involves the kernel
function for H. One observes that if 5 G [0,1], then one has a Sobolev

inequality of the type,

\f(s)\<c\\f\\
for all / G H. Consequently, by the Riesz Representation Theorem there exists
ks G // such that

f(s) = [f,ks]
for all / G //. The two-variable function k{s, t) defined by

k(s,t) = ks(t) = [ks,kt]
is referred to as the kernel function for H. Note that if one duplicates the
above procedure for H2, then one obtains the Szego kernel defined by

k(À,z) = -—=-,

A,zgD,

1 —ÀZ

and that the condition for interpolation given in Theorem 0.1 is the assertion

that
((1 - wiwj)k(zi,

z)) is positive definite.

Theorem 0.2. Let k denote the kernel function for the space H. Let tx,...

,tn G

[0,1] and let w{, ... ,wn eC. There exists (f>eH with H^H^ < 1 and (p{t¡)w¡ whenever 1 < / < n if and only if the nxn

matrix ((1 -w^

j)k(t¡., t )) is

positive definite.
The remainder of this paper is divided into two sections. In §1 we state
the basic facts about H that are required for the proof of Theorem 0.2. For
the convenience of the reader we give proofs of those facts which appear in § 1
which are not immediately apparent from the definitions, even though proofs
might appear elsewhere or be obvious to some readers. In §2 we present a proof
of Theorem 0.2.
We are deeply indebted to Richard Froese who supplied the idea of the proof
of the claim used in the proof of Theorem 1.5.

1. Some basic facts about

H

Let H denote the space of absolutely continuous complex-valued functions
defined on [0,1] whose derivatives are in L (0,1 ). H is a Hubert space when
equipped with inner product given by
•1

/■!

[f,g]=Jo>o
f f(t)g(t)dt+
f f{t)g\t)dt.
Jo
In this section we shall adhere
ere to the notations
-i

(f,g)=Jofmwjdt,

and
' = [/,/]•
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If y/ is a function defined on [0,1] and we attempt to define a transformation

Mv of H by

Mvf=wf,
then it is easy to ascertain that M maps H into H if and only if M is a
bounded operator if and only if y/ G H. In the introduction of the paper we
used the notation H^H^ for the norm of M as an operator on H (to create
the analogy with H°° ). In the sequel we shall eschew this notation and write

\\MJ

for sup{||Wf\\|/ G //, ||/|| = 1}.

Another simple fact about H is that point evaluations are continuous. Thus,
if s G [0,1] then there exists a constant cs such that

l/(*)l<cj/||
for all / G H. By the Riesz Representation Theorem it follows that if s G
[0,1], then there exists ks G H such that

f(s) = [f,ks]
for all / G H. Direct computation

reveals that

(a,e' + b.e~',

W =\

{ c/

t

! -t

+ dse

t<s,

~

,

t>s,

Q<s,t<\,

where
.

es + e2e~s

s

2(<?2-l)

es + e~s

c

s

e2-l,

and
•

2

d,s = e cr.
s

In particular, we obtain the following important fact.

Lemma 1.1. ks(t) ¿ 0 for all s, t G [0,1].
The following lemma will follow quickly from Lemma 1.1. Note that if
<t>
G H and s G [0,1], then M*kr = ^{s)kK.

Lemma 1.2. If <fig H and 4> is not constant, then

||^||>max{|0(i)||?G[O,l]}.
Proof. If not, then there exists t0 G [0,1] such that ||A/^|| = \((>{t0)\.Thus,

<*VX .*,„>= IWI2IIM2= HM0MJii
wkJ2
and we see that M,kt = <p(t0)kt is an eigenfunction for M, . Hence
<ßklo= <KtQ)kto
and Lemma 1.1 implies that é is constant. This establishes Lemma 1.2.
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The following lemma will allow us to prove that multipliers of H attain their
norms on nonvanishing vectors.

Lemma 1.3. If (f>G H is not constant, and p = ||AfJ,
nonvanishing y/ e H and ¡/gL'(0,1)

then there exists a

such that

[(p2- M\M¿)f,f\ = [Wf,y,f\ + (uf,f)
for all feH.
Proof. Define y/ by
y/(t) = elw{'\p2-\4>(t)\Y2,
where w'(t) = Im(0</>)/(p2 - \(f>\2). By Lemma 1.2, there exists â > 0 such
that p2 - \<j)(t)\2> ô for all t G [0,1] and thus, y/ is well defined, y/ e H and
y/ does not vanish on [0,1]. Also direct calculation shows that
i

ij.12
W\i2 =P 2 -101
,

and
y/y/ = ~(ß'.
Calculating, using these last identities shows that if feH,

then

[(p2- MlM^fJ] = [yyf,y,f] + (uf,f),
where

v = -\4>\ -\y/\

.

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.3.

Lemma 1.4. IfveL

L(H) is defined by
and K G L{H)

[Kf,g] = (uf,g),

f,geH,

then K is compact.
Theorem 1.5. Let <j>G H and assume 4>.is not constant. The norm of M, is
attained, i.e. there exists a vector fQeH
such that \\f0\\ / 0 and \\4>f0\\=
H-^JI ll^ll • fo is unique up to a scalar factor {i.e. if g G H, g ^ 0 and
WM^gW= \\McW\\g\\, then /0 and g are linearly dependent). There exists a

ô > 0 such that if h±f0, then

(1-6)

ll#ll<<Pgi-á)PII-

Finally, f0 does not vanish on [0,1].
Proof. Let p = \\M,\\. By Lemma 1.3, there exist y/ G H and v G Lx such
that y/ does not vanish on [0,1] and

(1.7)

[Íp2-M;M¿f,f]

= [vf,Vf] + (vf,f)

for all / G //.
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Define an operator K on H by requiring that

(1.8)

[Kf,g] = (vf,g).

By Lemma 1.4, K is compact. Combining (1.7) and (1.8) we see that,

(1-9)

p2-m;m^

= m;mv+k.

Since y/ does not vanish on [0,1], M is boundedly invertible. Choose a
sequence fn e H suchthat \\fn\\ = 1 and \\4>fn\\—>p ■ Passing to a subsequence
if necessary we may assume that f„^f0
weakly in H. Thus, Kfn —»Kf0

and (p2 - MlM¿)fn - 0 so that from (1.9) we see that M*M¥fn - -Kf0.
Consequently, /„ -. -{M^M^Kf^
||/0|| = 1, and [(p2 - M;M^)f0,f0] = 0
i.e. M, attains its norm.
Let N = {/| 110/11= p\\f\\} . Cauchy's inequality shows that TV is a subspace
of H. The argument in the preceding paragraph shows that there exists a ô > 0
such that \\</>h\\< (p - S)\\h\\ whenever h±N.
Thus, the proof of Theorem
1.5 will be complete once we have shown that dim TV= 1 and / G N ,f ^ 0
imply / does not vanish on [0,1]. In fact, it is enough to show that if / G N
and / t¿ 0, then / does not vanish on [0,1] (if dim TV> 1, then N must
contain a nonzero vector with a 0 on the interval). This we now do.
Let w —v¡\y/\ +1 and define a sesquilinear form on H by

(f,g)= I fg + I wfg.
Evidently, since (f,g)
(1.10)

= [(p2 - M'M^f/y/),
(/,/)>

0

g/y/],

whenever / G H,

and
(1.11)

(v/0,V/o)

= 0

if/0G/V.

Claim. If h e H and {h,h) = 0, then h' is absolutely continuous,

h" e

L[{0,l),h'{0) = h'(l) = 0 and -h" + wh = 0 a.e.
Before establishing the claim we first show how it establishes that if / G N
and / ± 0 then / does not vanish on [0,1]. We argue by contradiction.

Thus, suppose that f e N, / / 0, and f(c) = 0. Define h = y/f. Thus,
he H and by (1.11), {h,h) = 0. By the claim, h e Ll ,/z'(0) = A'(l) = 0, and
-h" + wh = 0 a.e. Thus c ^ 0,1 (otherwise h = 0). Define h_ and h+ by

_J0
+(/) = <U(/)

ifi<c,
if t>c,

and

-

f hit)
\0

if t<c,
if í >c.
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Apparently, h±(t) e H and {h±,h±) = 0 so that by the claim, h± + wh± = 0.
This last absurdity establishes that the assumption
finishes the proof of Theorem 1.5.

/(c) = 0 was bogus and

To establish the claim assume that h e H and (h,h) = 0. By (1.10) (•,•)
satisfies Cauchy's inequality and thus

/ h'~$'+ f wh4= 0

Jo

Jo

whenever 0 G C°°([0,1]). Letting 0(i) = 0(0) + /0' <j>'(s)
ds we see that

0= Í /z'0'+ Í w{h)h(t)
(0(0)+ / W(s)ds)dt
= 0(0) í w(t)h(t)dt+ í h'$+ í Í w(t)h(t)x[0j](s)7Is)dsdt

+ 11 w(t)h(t)x[0j](s)7^)dsdt
= 0(0)/ w(t)h(t)dt+Í [h\t)+f w{s)h(s)ds\(f>'(t)dt
whenever 0 g C°°([0,1]).

(1.12)

h'(t)+

Thus, /0 wh —0 and
r1

w(s)h(s)ds = 0

for a.e. /.

It follows that h' is absolutely continuous and that

h - wh = 0

for a.e. t.

Since w e Ll we have that h" e Lx . From (1.12) we see that h'(\) = 0 and
also (since /0' wh = 0 ) that h'(0) = 0. This concludes the proof of the claim.
2. The proof
In this section tx, ... , tn e [0,1] and w{, ... ,wn e C will be fixed. We
shall assume not all of the w¡ 's are equal. Let

/ = {0 G H I 0(í() = 0 whenever 1 < / < n},
and
p = inf{||A/^|| | 0(ry) = w¡ whenever 1 < i < n}.
Our first observation is that p, which is defined as an infimum, is actually
attained.

Lemma 2.1. There exists y/ e H such that y/it^ = w¡ and ||Af || = p.
Proof. Choose 0 such that 0 (/,) = w¡ for all j > 1 and \ < i < n and such
that \\M. II —*•
p as _/'—►
oo. Replacing {0 } with a subsequence if necessary
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we may assume that there exists a T e L(H) such that M^ —*T in the w*
topology of L(H). In particular,

(2.2)

(Tks, kt) = lim (M k , kt) = lim 4>j(t)ks(t)

whenever 5, t e [0,1 ]. Thus, by Lemma 1.1 there exists a function y/ defined
on [0,1] such that

lim 0(0 = y/{t)
J—KX>

for all ie [0,1].
(2.2) we see that

In particular,

J

^(/() = w¡ whenever

1 < i < n, and from

(Tks)(t) = (7*,,*,) = W(t)ks(t) = (wks)(t).

Thus, by Lemma 1.1,

Tk
y = -j^eH,
and T = M . Finally, since

\\MJ = \\T\\< ÏÏrïï||M \\= p
we see that in fact \\MV\\ = p which concludes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Now fix y/0e H such that y/0{t¡)= wt whenever 1 < i < n and ||Af || = p.
Since not all of the w( 's are equal, y/0 is not constant, and thus by Theorem
1.5 there exists a vector f0 such that

(2.3)

||/0|| = 1 and \\yf0/J = p.

Claim. [cof0, v0/0] = 0 whenever coel.
The proof of the claim will be by contradiction
lemma.

and will use the following

Lemma 2.4. Let A e L(H), A - A*, and suppose that f0e H. A > 0 if and

only if
(i) (Ah,h) >0 for all h±f0,
(ii) (Af0,f0)>0,and
(iii) \(Ah,f0)\2 < (Af0,f0){Ah,h) for all h±fQ.
To prove Lemma 2.4 complete the square in X on the expansion of

((A/0 + h)< (A/0 + h)).
We now prove the claim. Define for t > 0,
Al = p2-t2-Ml^lwMVü+lw.

We shall show that if the claim is false, then there exists to e I such that At > 0
for all sufficiently small t > 0. This would contradict the definition of p and
thus establish the claim.
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Assume the claim is false. Thus there exists co e I with [cof0, y/Qf0]/ 0.
Scaling œ if necessary, we see that there exists co e I and a constant c > 0
such that

(2.5)

[a>fQ,VfQf0]
= -c<0.

We now use Lemma 2.4 to show that At > 0 for all sufficiently small / > 0.
We need to verify conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) for small /.
(i). Since A* = p - M* M,„ , Theorem 1.5 implies that there exists S > 0

such that {AQh,h) > S\\h\\ whenever h±f0.
exists S{ such that for sufficiently small t,

[Ath,h]>3i\\hf

By the continuity of A¡ there

wheneverh 1 /0.

(ii). From (2.3) we see that

[M>/o] = [VV0]-'2[/o>/o]
- r([w/0, ^0/0] + [v0/0, cof0]) - t2[cof0, cofQ]
= 2ct-t2(l

+ \\œf0\\2).

Hence [Atf0,f0] > 0 if t is sufficiently small.
(iii). From Cauchy's inequality and the proof of (i) we have

\[A,h,f0]\2
< ||/*||2lK/oll2
< KM! (j-Hfof)

■

From (2.3), we have that

Thus, |M,/0||2 = 0(?2) but from (ii) [A!f0,f0] = 2ct + O{t2). Consequently,

\[Ath,f0]\2<[Ath,hHAtf0,fQ]
for sufficiently small /.
We have shown that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) in Lemma 2.4 hold and thus
that A. > 0 when / is sufficiently small. This contradicts the definition of p
and we have established the claim.
The following proposition describes the key qualitative information that occurs when the optimum is realized by y/0 and f0 as above.
Proposition 2.6. Let i,, ... , tn e [0,1] and wx, ... ,wneC

be given. If

||Af || = inf{||A/^|| | cf){t¡)= w¡ whenever 1 < / < n},
y/0{t¡) - wt

whenever 1 < i < n,

and

W,0foW
= \\MJWfoh
where f0 ^ 0 and y/0 is not constant, then fQ and y/Qf0 are orthogonal to I.
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Proof. From the claim we have that

[af0. Vofol= °
whenever co e I. Since y/0 is not constant by Theorem 1.5 we know that fQ
does not vanish on [0,1]. Hence {cof0 \ co e 1} = I. Thus y/0f0± I. Since

l(P2-K0MJfo>foï = Q
and
P2-<Mn^°>

we have that

Ko^of^p2foSince y/0f J. / and // e / is invariant for Af* we deduce that f0±I.
concludes the proof of Proposition 2.6.

This

The following theorem is only trivially more general than Theorem 0.2 from
the introduction of the paper.

Theorem 2.7. Let k denote the kernel function for the space H. Let /,,... ,tn G
[0,1] and let wx, ... ,wn e C. There exists 0 e H with ||A/^|| < p and

0(z(.)= w{ if and only if
(2.8)

{{p2-wiwj)k{ti,t]))>Q.

Proof. First assume that 0 G // with ||AfJ| < p and 0(z/) = u>(.. In particular,
||A/J | (// 9 /|| < /?. Thus, for arbitrary constants cx, ... ,cneC we have

K(£<)ii2^2|£^f

•

Unraveling this last inequality using the fact that M*kt = w)kt yields (2.8).
2

2

Now assume (2.8) holds. If w¡ = w for all /, then |w| < p and 0 = w
does the job. Thus, we may assume not all of the w¡ 's are equal. Define

p0 = inf(||A/, || | 0(í/) = w¡ whenever 1 < i < n}.
Evidently, we need to show that p0 < p. Using Lemma 2.1 choose y/0 such
that ^0(r,-) = w¡ and ||Af || = p. By Theorem 1.5 choose f0 so that \\f0\\ = 1

and ||v0/0|| = p0. By Proposition 2.6, y/QfQ±I and A/*o(^0/0) = /»J/0. It
follows that

(2.9)

{{pl-^,v>j)k(tittj))>0

and furthermore that if y/0f0= YJcjkt , then

(2.10)

Y£p\--Wiwj)k{tittJ)cfr= Q.
iJ

From (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), and the fact that (k(t¡, iß) is nonsingular and positive
definite we conclude that p0< p. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.7.
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